INTRODUCING MONTICELLO FINE FURNITURE

A collaboration between Owen Suter, a sixth-generation Virginia cabinetmaker, and Monticello, bringing limited-edition, handcrafted, solid wood furniture to life. Each piece is signed and numbered, featuring unique bench-made craftsmanship and fine quality details that translate flawlessly to the contemporary home.
Monticello Fine Furniture

A. MONTICELLO® UNIVERSAL TABLE
Made of solid mahogany and oak, this versatile table is a reproduction of Jefferson’s original at Monticello. Includes two draw leaves that allow it to expand to 53” wide, and a deep center drawer with a mortise lock. Solid brass hardware and a rich medium hand-rubbed finish.

Ships within 8-12 weeks; call 800-243-0743 for a shipping quote.
806725 Retail $8,520 Special Price $4,995
NEW MONTICELLO EXCLUSIVE

B. ALBEMARLE SIDE CHAIR
806728 Retail $2,595 Special Price $1,299

C. MONTICELLO® COLUMN PEDESTAL
Crafted of solid maple, this classical style pedestal, which features a fluted column with a molded base and capital, offers a versatile surface for displaying a vase, urn or bust. Soft white painted finish.

Ships within 8-12 weeks; call 800-243-0743 for a shipping quote.
806726 Retail $3,600 Special Price $1,995
NEW MONTICELLO EXCLUSIVE

D. MONTICELLO® COMPASS ROSE TABLE
This solid maple octagonal-top accent table is based on Jefferson’s 1807 compass rose wind vane on the East Portico at Monticello. The onyx and gold color scheme evokes the painted finish of the original.

Ships within 8-12 weeks; call 800-243-0743 for a shipping quote.
806727 Retail $4,275 Special Price $2,499
NEW MONTICELLO EXCLUSIVE

ACCESSORIES
E. Hotel Pasquier Clock
Inspired by Jefferson’s time in Paris, this wall clock features an antiqued brass rim, glass bezel and visible moving pendulum.
805073 $139

F. Blue and White Chinoiserie Vase
Add distinguished style to any space with this ceramic vase. Ideal for displaying fresh or dried flowers.
806534 $75

Shop for these and other exclusive Monticello products at monticelloshop.org.

• Connect with us today at 800-243-1743 | catalog@monticello.org
• Your purchase provides support for Monticello’s mission of preservation and education.